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Overview
We study CLIP (Radford et al., 2021) scaling laws:

- Based openly available data (LAION-400M,2B)
- Using open source software (OpenCLIP)

Evaluation:

- Zero-shot classification & retrieval, linear probing,                      full 
fine-tuning.

Our Findings: 

- Improvement on downstream tasks with scale, following a power-law 
- Bottlenecks with small data scale/samples seen
- Task specific scaling laws: advantage of OpenCLIP LAION over OpenAI’s CLIP on 

retrieval, advantage of OpenAI’s CLIP on classification                                                
We open source code, full checkpoints and training/eval workflow

ImageNet



Background: neural scaling laws

Tay et al. 2022Hoffmann et al. 2022

Why scaling laws?

- Extrapolate model performance on larger scale 
- Compute optimal model size for a given compute budget
- Compare scaling curves of different architectures/pre-training datasets/losses



Scaling laws for contrastive language-image training

Existing works on contrastive language-image training:
- Show benefit of scaling but do not study it 

systematically 
- Rely on private datasets
- Usually involve a customized training procedure



Pre-training data

We use the open & large LAION-5B dataset
- Data scales: 80M, 400M, 2B
- Samples seen (compute): 3B, 13B, 34B



Model sizes

     We use models ranging from ~150M to ~1.4B parameters



Downstream datasets

We evaluate the models on :

- Zero-shot classification
- Few-shot and full- shot linear probing
- Fine-tuning
- Zero-shot retrieval (COCO, FLickr-30K)



Evaluation: zero-shot classification

ImageNet ImageNet robustness
,where E is error rate (downstream), C is total compute (GMAC)



Evaluation: zero-shot classification, bottlenecks

Data scale bottleneck Samples seen bottleneck



Evaluation: zero-shot retrieval

Flickr-30KCOCO



Task-specific scaling laws

Zero-shot classification (ImageNet) Zero-shot retrieval (COCO)



Evaluation: linear probing
ImageNet

VTAB (19 tasks)



Evaluation: fine-tuning

ImageNet-1k top-1 accuracy (%)

Model No extra FT Extra FT 
(ImageNet-12k)

ViT-B/32 82.58 85.11

ViT-B/16 86.53 87.17 

ViT-L/14 87.78 88.17

ViT-H/14 87.59 88.50



Scaling curves for performance prediction

(*): actual measured model 
performance values



Thank you!

   https://github.com/LAION-AI/scaling-laws-openclip


